
Religious Spirits Can Still Influence Us

When I was in the Christian religion I looked at Roman Catholics and had disdain for their religious
ceremonial activities (I used to call them “the bells and the smells”) and their lack of understanding in the
genuine Gospel. I understand now that this attitude was pride in my ‘faith’.

Having come out of the church system I/we can have disdain for those still in the system who don’t know
that they are in as much religion as the Roman Catholics. We now know what religion really is and we
can wrongly ‘look down’ on our brothers and sisters who are still involved in the church system. This
disdain can also be rooted in pride in our knowledge.

Even so, if not that, we can be blind to the full gamut of how the religious spirit operates and actually be
still heavily involved in religion – unbeknown to ourselves.

Here’s an instance where the Lord revealed to a person that they were still under the influence of religious
spirits because their piety was blinding them.

Wanda Alger  is  a  long-time intercessor.  She  had an unusual  dream where  her  left  arm was cut  off,
apparently for her own good, while angels supervised the surgery.1 A few months later it was revealed to
her that her call to be an intercessor was being terminated (‘cut off’). The King showed her that it had
become a source of self-righteousness, pride and a badge of honour, and that her identity was derived
from it. For her own good the “grace of intercession” was to be removed so she could return to having her
identity in her relationship with Jesus.

Wanda explained the spiritual moral of this dream: If we think we are more spiritual, more powerful or
more righteous because of what we spiritually do, this feeds the religious spirits. 

In other words, what we are doing for the Kingdom may be religion, in essence. Religion is what religious
spirits lead us into and this can be at a multitude of levels. A Russian Orthodox priest could be at the
extreme top level of religion, while doing good deeds, praying, or prophesying could quite easily be at the
lowest level if we’re doing them unrighteously. This is why everything must come from our relationship
with the Trinity and flow under the direction of Holy Spirit, with love.

It’s the focus we have on our own efforts which turns righteous Kingdom actions into religion.

For example: I was corrected by the Lord in 1992 when he told me to “do what’s righteous, not what’s
right”. Doing what’s right is religion. Doing what’s righteous, from a pure heart and out of relationship
with the Trinity, isn’t.

One of the ways that religion can be easily identified is our attitude towards those who don’t do what we
do, or the way we do it. If we want to impose our standard on them or ‘look down’ on them because they
don’t, this is religion manifesting.

A proviso to this is: Whether or not a person is being properly corrected for being out of alignment with
the Kingdom by a person appropriately directed by the Spirit. This should not be seen as a religious act by
the correcter, but as a form of edification.2 This is why I advocate pastoring each other, because we are
family.3 Of course pastoring each other, without the mantle of a pastor, has to be done properly. If an
oversight/eldership  attitude  is  taken  with  another  community  member,  then  that  is  out-of-line  it’s
allotriepiskopos4 according to Peter the Apostle.5 

For example: I was chastened indirectly by another believer recently who was completely wrong in their
correction.  They didn’t  hear  everything I  said and they misinterpreted the ‘heart’ in  which I  said it.

1 – Wanda Alger (20-6-2019) “God Is Rooting Out These 3 Religious Spirits”
      www.charismamag.com/blogs/prophetic-insight/41779-prophecy-god-is-rooting-out-these-3-religious-spirits 
2 – See “Edification When We Gather”       canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Edification-When-We-Gather.pdf 
3 – canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Pastor-Each-Other.pdf 
4 – Vine’s Complete Expository Dictionary (1940)  Translation: ‘a meddler’. Strict meaning: ‘a person who wrongly puts themselves in the 
position of an overseer of another person’. Cultural meaning: a legal term for a charge brought against Christians as being hostile to civilized 
society, their purpose being to make Gentiles conform to Christian standards.
5 – 1 Peter 4:15
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However, mistakes should not stop us from keeping each other in-line.

Self-deception is what the enemy uses to allow religious spirits to influence us when we’ve been removed
from the religious system. While we are under self-deception we don’t know we are deceived – that’s
what deception means. Hence, there is an important need to watch over each other, bringing re-direction
whenever it’s appropriate.

None of us are perfect, but we live contentedly under grace knowing that the work of Jesus’ sacrifice
covers everything.

But, we must judge (evaluate) our actions6 so we don’t step outside of grace in presumption, and fall
because of self-deception.

The purpose of the King exposing the darkness that’s in us is to bring about changes in ourselves so we 
more closely represent Heaven on Earth as sons of the Most High God.

“He is exposing our own attitudes of self-righteousness in order to open the way for His righteousness
to be known and embraced.” 7
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